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Abstract—This paper derives some optimum transmit and receive
antenna coefficients in wireless multipath channels based on the
spherical vector wave multimode expansion of the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channel matrix.
The derived antenna
coefficients satisfy the following specific optimization criteria: (i)
maximum MIMO mean effective link gain (link MEG) based on
the multimode channel realizations or (ii) maximum MIMO link
MEG based on the multimode correlation matrix or (iii) correlation
minimization by diagonalization of the MIMO full-correlation matrix.
It is shown that the proposed approach leads to matrix equations
belonging to the nearest Kronecker product (NKP) problem family,
which in general have no trivial solution. However, we show that
exact solutions are provided to the posed NKP problems under the
assumption of the Kronecker model for the MIMO full-correlation
matrix. The results are illustrated by numerical examples. The
proposed approach is a complement to existing antenna pattern
analysis methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that two parameters have a fundamental impact
on the spectral efficiency and channel capacity of Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) links over multipath wireless channels: i)
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and ii) the correlation statistics of
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the MIMO channel matrix [1–4]. The SNR is directly proportional
to the link gain, which is basically the mean effective gain (MEG)
between a receive and a transmit antenna in multipath channels
(Some authors use Mean Effective Link Gain (MELG), see [5].).
Hence, maximizing MEG implies that SNR requirements can be met
without increasing transmit power which in addition will improve
battery life of handsets. Moreover, MEG maximization for MIMO
systems is equivalent to beamforming, which depending on channel
conditions, e.g., low angle spread, can give substantial system gain.
MEG is used in the evaluation of the standardized communication
performance measurements of handheld terminals [6]. The correlation
characteristics are in turn given by the correlation matrix of the
MIMO channel matrix (It is worthwhile to note that the diagonal
elements of the correlation matrix contain the MEG for each transmitreceive antenna pair.). Diversity gain and multiplexing gain are both
achieved by processing uncorrelated channels. Hence, minimizing
the correlation between the links may maximize these gains. The
correlation and the link gain both depend on the properties of the
channel and the antennas. Hence, an accurate characterization of the
antenna-channel interactions is required for a practical implementation
and evaluation of the performance of MIMO technologies in 4G and
beyond wireless systems [6].
MIMO techniques, smart antenna techniques and diversity
techniques have all been extensively studied for a variety of antenna
configurations [7, 8]. However, the joint characterization of transmit
and receive antenna systems has only recently been treated in a
rigorous manner [9, 10]. In [11] the main focus has been on the
characterization of mutual coupling of closely placed antenna elements.
Many interesting approaches have been developed that circumvent the
impairments caused by the mutual coupling of the antennas through
clever matching network designs [12]. These prior studies have shown
relevant findings concerning the effects of mutual coupling on MIMO
system performance. Moreover, a few papers describe the optimal
antenna coefficients for MIMO systems [13–15].
The goal of this paper is to add new insights to those findings
on the basis of the interaction of the antennas with the channel and
to extend upon previous results for the SIMO (Single-Input MultipleOutput) and MISO (Multiple-Input Single-Output) cases within the
spherical vector wave framework [16]. Our starting point is the
formalism developed in [16–18] for the joint characterization of antenna
systems and propagation channels that uses the antenna scattering
matrix [19] and the spherical vector wave (svw) expansion of the
electromagnetic fields [20] as the two main tools. Our characterization
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is applicable to arbitrary MIMO antennas in arbitrary electromagnetic
fields; it naturally expresses the polarization, the angle, and the spatial
diversity inherent to MIMO systems encompassing both antennas and
channels within the same framework. Moreover, this expansion gives
a condensed interpretation of the radiation properties of an antenna.
In [17] we expanded the MIMO channel matrix H into spherical vector
wave modes M, which is general except for the assumption that both
transmit and receive antennas are in each others’ far-field region. A
method for computing the mutual impedance that relies on the svw
multipole expansion of the fields is found in [21]. Together, these tools
provide a straightforward and insightful way into antenna design and
performance characterization of antennas.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We provide a novel definition of the Mean Effective Gain (MEG)
of multi-element antennas over a multipath MIMO wireless link.
This definition is expressed in terms of the multimode expansion
coefficients of the MIMO channel matrix. This definition provides
straightforward information about which modes should be excited
by the antennas at both ends of a MIMO link.
• We show that if the multimode expansion coefficients of the MIMO
channel are known, then the maximum link power, and hence the
MEG too, is achieved by a joint conjugate multimode matching
of the receive and transmit antenna coefficients. In this case the
MIMO system performance is maximized for channels with low
angle spread through beamforming applied to the svw modes.
• We further show that if the correlation matrix multimode
expansion coefficients of the MIMO channel is known, then the
maximum link power/MEG is achieved over the link corresponding
to the strongest eigenmode of the multimode correlation matrix.
Also here, the receive and transmit antenna coefficients are jointly
optimized.
• We also show that independent MIMO channels are achieved by
the joint transmission and reception over the strongest eigenmodes
of the multimode correlation matrix, i.e., a diagonalization of the
correlation matrix is obtained. In this case the transmission rate
of a MIMO system is maximized.
• Based on the above results we provide bounds for the MEG
in the MIMO case for three cases: (i) maximum MIMO mean
effective link gain (link MEG) based on the multimode channel
realizations or (ii) maximum MIMO link MEG based on the
multimode correlation matrix or (iii) correlation minimization by
diagonalization of the MIMO full-correlation matrix.
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• We show that the joint optimization of the receive and transmit
MIMO coefficients belongs to the family of nearest Kronecker
product (NKP) problems. While a general solution to this
problem does not exist, we find exact solutions under the
assumption of the Kronecker model for the correlation matrix.
2. MULTIMODE REPRESENTATION ANTENNAS AND
CHANNELS
2.1. Mode-to-mode MIMO Channel Matrix M
Consider two multiport antennas separated by a distance d from each
other, such that a) there is no mutual coupling between the T x and Rx
antennas and b) there is no coupling to nearby scatterers. However,
coupling between antenna elements at Rx or T x is allowed. We further
assume that each antenna phase center coincides with the origin of their
own coordinate system. Assume now that the receive and the transmit
multi-element antenna system are enclosed by an imaginary sphere of
radius ar and at as shown in Figure 1. It has been shown in [19] that
the electric field outside this sphere can be expanded in spherical vector
wave modes. This field representation allows a joint characterization
of the receive and transmit antennas and the propagation channel
of any communication system. It has been shown in [16, 17] that
the scattering matrix description of the antennas [17, 19] provides the
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the propagation channel with
non interacting scatterers and the antennas.
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following (noise-free) input-output relationship for a MIMO link
w = RMTv,

(1)

where the MIMO channel transfer function is expressed as
H = RMT,

(2)

where at the transmit antenna side, we have v ∈ CNt ×1 , which are
the transmitted (According to the multiport network definitions these
are the signals incoming at the local ports of the antenna, in this case
the transmit antenna.) signals, T ∈ CMt ×Nt is the matrix containing
the coefficients of the transmit antenna, while at the receive antenna
side w ∈ CNr ×1 denotes the received signals (Again, following the
multiport network definitions these are the signals outgoing from the
local ports of the antenna, in this case the receive antenna.) and
R ∈ CNr ×Mr is the matrix containing the receive antenna coefficients.
The mode-to-mode MIMO channel matrix, i.e., M ∈ CMr ×Mt is either
a random or a deterministic matrix that describes the properties of the
wireless channel in terms of the multimode expansion coefficients of
the electromagnetic field [17]. Also in [17] we provide the relationship
between the statistics of the MIMO multimode channel expansion and
the double-directional (DD) representation of the MIMO channel.
Another representation of (2) is given by
¡
¢
h = T0 ⊗ R m,
(3)
where (·)0 denotes the matrix transpose operation, h = vec(H) and
m = vec(M) are the vectorized forms of the H-matrix and M-matrix,
respectively. Here the operator vec(A) = [A01 A02 . . . A0N ]0 , where Aj
is the j column of matrix A. The relationship of T and R to the
far-field antenna pattern is given next.
2.2. Transmit T and Receive R Antenna Matrices
The elements of the transmission matrix Tτ ml,n are obtained as the
projection of the far-field of the antenna on the spherical vector
harmonics, Aτ ml (r̂). Hence, the far-field Fn (r̂) of port n is given by
Fn (r̂) = k

p

2η

2
l
∞ X
X
X

il+2−τ Tτ ml,n Aτ ml (r̂)vn ,

(4)

l=1 m=−l τ =1

where r̂ is the unitary spatial coordinate, η is the free-space impedance,
k is the wave-number. To simplify the notation and manipulation
of the variables we introduce the multi-index κ → (τ, m, l), which is
computed as κ = 2(l2 +l−1+m)+t for l = 1 . . . lmax , m = −l . . . l and
τ = 1, 2. We use the multi-index ι → (t, µ, λ) to denote svw expansion
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coefficients at the other end of the communication link. The multipoles are classified as either TE (τ = 1) or TM (τ = 2). The azimuthal
and radial dependencies are given by the m and l index, respectively.
The imaginary unit is denoted by i.
For reciprocal antennas we have that
Rn,τ ml = (−1)m Tτ (−m)l,n ,

(5)

where Rn,τ ml and Tτ ml,n are elements of matrices R and T,
respectively. In practice, matrices R and T can be obtained from
measurements or from numerical models of the antennas.
3. ANTENNA COEFFICIENT OPTIMIZATION
In this section we show some optimality relationships for matrices R
and T as a function of the mode-to-mode channel matrix M. This
is equivalent to optimize the far-field antenna patterns given we know
the orthogonally polarized field components impinging at the receive
and transmit antenna positions for reciprocal channels and antennas.
Following (3) we see that the “instantaneous” link power of a
MIMO link is given by
°¡
¢ °2
khk2 = ° T0 ⊗ R m° ,
(6)
where k · k denotes the vector norm.
We can now define the mean effective gain (MEG), which
quantifies the link power in multipath channels [22, 23]. In [16] we
gave a definition of MEG of an antenna in terms of the spherical vector
wave expansion. Here, we extend this result to comprise the link power
between two antennas or in general between two multi-element antenna
systems.
Definition 1: The Mean Effective Gain (MEG) of a MIMO link
is defined as
tr{Rh }
Ge =
,
(7)
tr{Rm }
where tr denotes the matrix trace operation, tr{Rh } is the average link
power, tr{Rm } is the average link power of the multimode channel.
The matrices
D
E ¡
¡
¢†
¢
Rh = hh† = T0 ⊗ R Rm T0 ⊗ R ,
(8)
and

D
E
Rm = mm† ,

are the full-correlation matrices of H and M, respectively.

(9)
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The above definition characterizes the communication link
performance of two antennas as compared to two ideal multi-element
isotropic antennas that pick up all the available multi-pole channel
power, i.e., the total available link power. The advantages of this
definition are manifold, e.g., it follows the original definition of
MEG [22] and therefore takes into account the properties of both
the antennas and the propagation channel. The MEG can be
alternatively defined relative practical antennas too, which serve as
reference antennas. For example, dipole antennas are commonly used
as a reference due to their radiation pattern characteristics and high
efficiency [6]. In this case the MEG of the antennas under test defined
relative dipole antennas is computed as follows: Gd = tr{Rh }/tr{Rdh },
where tr{Rdh } is the MIMO link power measured with the reference
antennas. Results presented in this paper are specialized to the MEG
as defined by (7), i.e., we use the ideal isotropic radiator as the reference
antenna.
3.1. MIMO Link Power/MEG Maximization
Based on Definition 1 we see that there are two criteria on which we
can base our MEG optimization:
(i) The multimode field realizations of the channel m.
(ii) The correlation matrix of the multimode field realizations of the
channel Rm .
Inspecting (6) and (8) suggests to perform the maximization of the
MEG and the diagonalization of the correlation matrix w.r.t. T0 ⊗ R
rather than T and R separately. This leads, as we show next, to the
equations of the type
T0 ⊗ R = X.
(10)
Hence, in the following, whenever we use jointly optimized we mean it
in the sense of finding an optimal solution to the matrix equation of
the type of (10), where R and T are the unknowns. This problem
belongs to the nearest Kronecker product (NKP) problems family,
which are generally only solved approximately by applying both linear
an nonlinear optimization methods [24]. For the sake of completeness
we give a description of a method in Section . In the same section
we provide exact solutions for the case when Rm has a Kronecker
structure.
Propositions 1, 2 and 3 summarize the main results of this section.
Proposition 1: Assume the multimode field realizations of the
channel m are known. Then the maximum MEG of a MIMO antenna
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system comprising a Nr -port receive antenna and a Nt -port transmit
antenna is given by Gei , which upper bounds MEG, i.e.,
Ge ≤ Gei = 16π 2

Nr
X

ηi

i=1

Nt
X

ηj ,

(11)

j=1

where Gei is achieved for the jointly link-matched transmission and
reception coefficients, i.e., conjugate mode matching
¡ 0
¢
T ⊗ R n,ι = cn m∗ι ,
(12)
where ( )∗ denotes complex-conjugate and
X

16π 2

Nr
P
i=1

ηi

Nt
P

j=1
2
kmk

2

|cn | =

n

ηj
,

(13)

where ηi and ηj are the radiation efficiencies of ports i and j of the
receive and transmit antennas, respectively, and ϕn is an arbitrary
phase factor.
The derivation is given in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 is an extension to the MIMO case of a similar result
presented in [16] for a multi-element antenna system deployed only at
one end of the communications link.
The physical interpretation is that the MIMO link power is
maximized when all channel multimodes are jointly conjugate-matched
by the receive and the transmit antennas. This would require the
knowledge of each realization of the M-matrix, which can be deemed
unpractical for rapidly varying channels. However, if the channel is
constant over fairly long periods of time, then the channel could, in
principle, be estimated. Another important observation is that (12)
allows fixing the transmit antenna coefficients and then finding the
optimum receive antenna coefficients and viceversa, i.e., if the antenna
coefficients of one end of the communications link are required to
be fixed by some design constraints then we can find the optimum
coefficients of the other end such that the average link power/MEG is
maximized.
Proposition 2: Assume the correlation matrix of the multimode
field realizations of the channel Rm is given. Then the maximum MEG
of a MIMO antenna system comprising a Nr -port receive antenna and
a Nt -port transmit antenna is given by Gea , which upper bounds MEG,
i.e.,
Nr
Nt
X
X
λ{max
Ge ≤ Gea = 16π 2
ηi
ηj
,
(14)
tr{Rm }
i=1

j=1
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where Gea is achieved by the largest eigenvalue λmax of the eigenvalue
problem
XRm − λX = 0,
(15)
where

X = T0 ⊗ R,

(16)

Hence, the optimal value is achieved jointly for the transmission and
reception coefficients.
See Appendix B for a derivation.
3.2. MIMO Correlation Minimization
In the previous section we provided the conditions that maximize
the MIMO average link power. In this section we instead study the
diagonalization of the MIMO full-correlation matrix.
Proposition 3: The full-correlation matrix Rh of a MIMO
system consisting of a Nr -port receive antenna and a Nt -port transmit
antenna in a random multimode field with correlation matrix Rm is
diagonalized as
Nr
Nt
X
X
Rh = 16π 2
ηi
ηj Λm,Ms ,
(17)
i=1

j=1

by the jointly optimized transmission and reception coefficients
v
uP
Nt
u Nr P
ηi
η
u
t i=1 j=1 j †
0
iϕ
Um,Ms ,
T ⊗ R = 4πe
Ms

(18)

where Λm,Ms is diagonal matrix containing the Ms strongest and
distinct eigenvalues of Rm , and U†m,Ms is the matrix containing the
corresponding eigenvectors.
The derivation is given in Appendix C.
The physical interpretation of Proposition 3 is that in order
to diagonalize the correlation matrix of the MIMO channel and at
the same time to obtain the largest possible link power then the
columns of the matrix T0 ⊗ R should be chosen so that they equal
the eigenvectors of the matrix Rm corresponding its Ms strongest
and distinct eigenvalues. Hence, the receiver and transmitter must
be jointly optimized to achieve channel diagonalization in average.
Remark 1 : The link MEG corresponding to the minimum
correlation involving a Nr -port receive antenna and a Nt -port transmit
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antenna in a random multimode field with correlation matrix Rm is
Ged = 16π 2

Nr
X
i=1

ηi

Nt
X
j=1

ηj

tr{Λm,Ms }
,
Ms tr{Rm }

(19)

which describes the MIMO average link power between the outgoing
(output) signal from the receive antenna port i and the signals
incoming (input) signals at the transmit antenna port j.
The derivation is straightforward and therefore omitted.
It is worthwhile to notice that (19) does not correspond to an
optimized MEG value since the criterion has been the diagonalization
of the correlation matrix. Furthermore, we see that Gei , Gea and Ged
satisfy the following inequalities.
Corollary 1: Given that the number of receive Nr and transmit
Nt antenna ports are fixed, then the link MEG between two multielement antenna systems satisfies the following inequalities
Ged ≤ Gea ≤ Gei ,

(20)

where Ged , Gea and Gei are given by (19), (14) and (11), respectively.
Equality is achieved if Rm is a rank-one matrix or, equivalently, if
λmax = tr{Rm }.
This result follows directly from Propositions 1, 2 and 3. Indeed,
the first inequality follows directly by noticing that Ms λmax ≥
tr{Λ
P m,Ms }, while the second inequality is obtained by observing that
λn = tr{Rm }, where λn are the distinct eigenvalues of the hermitian
matrix Rm . The equality conditions follow straightforwardly.
4. THE NEAREST KRONECKER PRODUCT (NKP)
PROBLEM
As we have shown above, the joint optimization of transmit and receive
antenna coefficients involves solving equations of the type (10). A
general solution of this type of problem is not known. However, a
solution is obtained by recasting this problem as a nearest Kronecker
product (NKP) problem [24], which we present in Subsection 4.1. We
then in Subsection 4.2, under the assumption of the Kronecker model
for the MIMO full-correlation matrix, provide exact solutions to the
posed NKP problems.
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4.1. Approximate Solution to a Constrained NKP Problem
Assume that T ∈ CMt ×Nt , R ∈ CNr ×Mr and X ∈ CNt Nr ×Mt Mr , then a
solution is obtained by solving the minimum least square problem
°
°2
min °X − T0 ⊗ R°F
Nt
Nr
n
o
n
o
X
X
†
†
s.t. tr TT = 4π
ηi , tr R R = 4π
ηj .
i=1

(21)

j=1

This minimization problem can be rewritten [24] as
°2
°
¡ ¢
min °R(X) − vec T0 vec0 (R)°F
Nt
Nr
n
o
n
o
X
X
†
†
s.t. tr TT = 4π
ηi , tr R R = 4π
ηj ,
i=1

(22)

j=1

where R(X) is the rearrangement function given below
¡
¢ 

vec0 X11
..


.


¡
¢


 vec0 XNt 1 


..
,
R(X) = 
.


¡
¢


 vec0 X1Mt 


..


.
¡
¢
vec0 XNt Mt

(23)

where Xkl is the (k, l)-th Nr × Mr block of X. The rearrangement has
the property
¡
¢
¡ ¢
R T0 ⊗ R = vec T0 vec0 (R).
(24)
The minimization problem (22) is a rank-one approximation problem
and has a straightforward solution involving the SVD [24], i.e., if
R(X) = UΣV† ,
is the SVD of R(X), then the optimum T and R are given by
v
u
Nt
X
¡ 0¢ u
t
vec T = 4π
η U(:, 1),
i

(25)

(26)

i=1

and

v
u Nr
u X
ηj V∗ (:, 1),
vec(R) = t4π
j=1

(27)
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where U(:, 1) and V(:, 1) are the singular vector corresponding to
the largest singular value in (25). The derivation is similar to the
unconstrained NKP problem and therefore omitted; see [24] for further
reference.
Hence, (26) and (27) represent an approximate solution to (10)
with which help we can compute the corresponding far-field radiation
pattern, (4) and (5). It is however desirable to obtain exact solutions.
This is not always possible, but under some assumptions, i.e., the
Kronecker correlation channel, an exact solution can be found. This is
discussed next.
4.2. An Exact Solution to the Constrained NKP Problem
under the Assumption of a Kronecker Correlation Matrix
In this section we specialize the full-correlation matrix (9) to the
Kronecker multimode correlation channel model, i.e.,
Rm = R0Mt ⊗ RMr ,
where

D
E
RMr = MM†

D
E
and RMt = M† M ,

(28)
(29)

are the multimode channel correlation matrices at the receiver and
the transmitter, respectively. We now see that under this assumptions
inserting (28) into (8) and applying the property of Kronecker products
(A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD we obtain the Kronecker product model
for the MIMO channel too
Rh = R0Ht ⊗ RHr ,
where

RHr = RRMr R†

and RHt = T† RMt T.

(30)
(31)

The applicability of model (30) to real propagation channels has been
proved limited [25]. However, under some special conditions it can still
be a good working model, e.g., when the correlation statistics at one
end of the link is determined by a local scattering process and is less
sensitive to changes at the other end of the link [26, 27].
Based on the above model we state the following propositions.
Proposition 4:
Assume the correlation matrix of the
multimode field realizations of the channel Rm admits the Kronecker
decomposition (28). Then, the optimal receive and transmit antenna
coefficients that maximize the link power/MEG (7) are given by
†
R = J11
Mr UMr

and T = UMt J11
Mt ,

(32)
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where J11
Mr and JMt are single-entry matrices, where element (1, 1)
equals one and the rest equal zero. Matrices UMr and UMt are unitary
matrices satisfying

RMr = UMr ΣMr U†Mr

and RMt = UMt ΣMt U†Mt .

(33)

The derivation is provided in Appendix D.
It now becomes clear that (32) and (33) are the solution to the
NKP problem (21) under the assumption (15), (16) and (28).
The physical interpretation of Proposition 4 is that in a MIMO
Kronecker channel, the optimum receive antenna is a single-port
antenna exciting different modes, while the optimum transmit antenna
is a multi-port antenna, where each port excites only one mode. Hence,
in a Kronecker channel, the optimal antenna system in the sense of
Proposition 2 is a MISO system insted of a MIMO system. However,
multiple-element antennas are required at both link ends to achieve
the maximum in both the up- and the down-link.
Proposition 5: The full-correlation matrix Rh of a MIMO
system consisting of a Nr -port receive antenna and a Nt -port transmit
antenna in a random multimode field with correlation matrix Rm that
admits the Kronecker decomposition (28) is diagonalized by receive
and transmit antenna coefficients given by
R = U†Mr

and T = UMt ,

(34)

where UMr and UMt unitary satisfy (33), i.e., the matrices containing
the eigenvectors of RMr and RMt , respectively.
The derivation is given in Appendix E. As a result of Proposition 5
we have here that (34) and (33) are the solution to the NKP
problem (21) under the assumption (18) and (28). The physical
interpretation is straightforward.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we illustrate, by means of numerical examples, some
of the results derived above. We focus on MIMO antenna coefficients
satisfying one of the three cases:
(i) Proposition 1, i.e., maximum MEG based on knowledge of the
multimode channel realization.
(ii) Proposition 4, i.e., maximum MEG based on the multimode
correlation matrix. The provided solution is exact under the
Kronecker model assumption.
(iii) Proposition 5, i.e., minimum correlation through multimode
correlation matrix diagonalization. The provided solution is exact
under the Kronecker model assumption.
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For the sake of simplicity we aim at studying antennas exciting
the three lowest TM modes, i.e., the three electrical dipole modes.
We use a simple channel model based on the more advanced
channel models presented in [28, 29] (For justifications of the different
assumptions in this model, see [16].). The models for the AoA
(angle-of-arrival) and the AoD (angle-of-departure) for each of the
two orthogonal polarizations assume a two-dimensional Laplacian
distribution in spherical coordinates, i.e.,
pθ,φx (θ, φ) = pθx (θ)pφx (φ)
√
√
= Ae−( 2|θ−µθ |/σθ + 2|φ−µφ |/σφ ) sin θ,

(35)

where the elevation angle θ ∈ [0, π], azimuth angle φ ∈ [0, 2π] and x
stands for either of θ̂- or φ̂-polarization, and the shape is controlled by
the distribution parameters {µθx , σθx , µφx , σφx }. We further assume
that σ = σθx = σφx = 0.1 rad at the receive antenna, while at the
transmit antenna σ = σθx = σφx = 10 rad emulating channels of
small and large angle spread, respectively. We further assume that
µθx = π/2, µφx = 0 rad at both the transmit and the receive antennas.
The cross-polarization ratio, XPR, of the channel is assumed to be
equal 6 dB. XPR is defined as the ratio of the power of the vertically
polarized waves to the power of horizontally polarized waves [22].
We can now obtain the multimode expansion coefficients M
of the MIMO channel matrix H defined by the Kronecker channel
model (28) and (29). Figure 2 illustrates the absolute value of the
corresponding multimode correlation matrices at the transmitter and
the receiver and the multimode full-correlation matrix in plots (a), (c)
and (b), respectively. As we can see Figure 2(a), the spatial selectivity
resulting from a low angle spread at the transmitter also leads to a
distinct selectivity in the multimode domain. This, in addition to
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Figure 2. Absolute value of (a) the multimode correlation matrices
at the transmitter, (c) at the receiver and (b) the multimode fullcorrelation matrix.
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the prevalence of the vertically polarized channel component over the
horizontally polarized channel component (determined by the XPR),
results in the TM mode with multi-index ι = 2, i.e., τ = 2, l = 1,
m = 0 having the higher power as compared to the other two TM
dipole modes. At the receiver side we see a slightly similar behavior;
however, here the channel is “more diagonal” due to the large angle
spread which leads to uncorrelated modes. Also here, the power of the
TM mode with multi-index ι = 2 is slightly larger than the two other
modes due to the large XPR value.
Figure 3 shows the absolute value of the transmit and receive
antenna coefficients obtained by the optimization criteria defined
above. Indeed, Figures 3(a) and (d) correspond to antennas satisfying
criterium (i) (the solution is only approximate), Figures 3(b) and (e)
correspond to antennas satisfying criterium (ii), which is an exact
solution and finally, Figures 3(c) and (f) correspond to antennas
satisfying criterium (iii), which is also an exact solution. The obtained
antenna coefficients depend on the propagation channel parameters
in our example. Obviously, a different channel model will naturally
also lead to different values of antenna coefficients. However, the
resulting MIMO full-correlation matrix between antenna elements
should be diagonal independently of the channel model for each specific
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Figure 3. Absolute value of the transmit and receive antenna
coefficients (i.e., T and R) obtained by different optimization criteria.
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Figure 4. Absolute value of the correlation between transmit antenna
elements shown in Figure 3.
criterium. Figure 4 shows absolute value of the correlation matrix
corresponding to the three illustrated criteria. Figure 4(a) shows that
maximizing MEG based on the channel realization results in fullycorrelated antennas, which in turn result in fully correlated MIMO
links as shown in Figure 5(a). Figure 4(b) shows that maximizing
MEG based on the multimode correlation matrix results in the power
being concentrated on one antenna, which leads to almost a single
link being excited as depicted in Figure 5(b). Figure 4(c) shows that
uncorrelated antenna elements in the sense Proposition 5 also lead to
uncorrelated MIMO channels as shown in Figure 5(c). The MEG, or
rather Ge /4πNr Nt , corresponding to the analyzed cases are, −0.6 dB
for case (i), −3.4 dB for case (ii) and −9.5 dB for case (iii), where we
have taken into account that Nr = 1 in case (ii) while Nr = 3 in the
other two cases. As we can see, MEG considered in these cases also
satisfy inequalities (20) since in our specific example Nr = Ms = 3 for
cases (ii) and (iii). We can now see that, in Kronecker channels, the
first inequality in (20) is satisfied if Ms /Nr > tr{Λm,Ms }/λmax .
It is worthwhile to notice that a closer analysis of Figure 5(c)
corroborates the fact that antennas exploiting polarization diversity
may, in general, result in unbalanced antenna branches. Indeed,
although the optimized antenna patterns are orthogonal (see
Figure 4(c)) as well as the corresponding MIMO channel links, the
average link power is not balanced among the links. This is also due
to the low angle spread at the transmitter side. Hence, to require
uncorrelated MIMO links is not the best strategy in this case. Instead,
as well-known, beamforming would be a much better approach to
exploit the correlation of the channel. For a channel with XPR equal
0 dB, i.e., equal power in the vertical and horizontal polarizations, the
MIMO link power would had been more balanced. Furthermore, if
the angle spread is large at both the transmitter and the receiver the
optimized antennas would provide a diagonal correlation matrix with
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Figure 5. Absolute value of the MIMO full-correlation matrix.
elements of equal magnitudes, i.e., links with identical power.
As predicted in Chu’s seminal work [30], the radiation properties
of an antenna are related to its size. Moreover, the size of the antenna
poses limits to the magnitude of svw modes. Indeed, although we
have limited our analysis to consider only dipole modes, wireless
devices usually may excite higher order modes too. However, the
contribution of higher order modes will be attenuated (filtered out,
see, e.g., [31]), because of the high losses associated with large
l. In [32] Chus’s antenna gain limitations have been extended to
antenna pattern limitations that take into account the propagation
channel modes. These results are of practical relevance to antenna
design and measurements of wireless devices operating in multipath
environments [33–36], and requiring both a good bandwidth and power
efficiency.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided optimality conditions for MIMO antenna coefficients
in wireless channels. The analysis has been focused on the Mean
Effective Gain (MEG) and the full-correlation matrix of the MIMO
link between multi-element antennas operating in a multipath channel.
Based on a spherical vector wave multimode expansion coefficients of
the MIMO channel matrix we provide a definition of the link MEG
in this case. We show that searching for optimal antenna coefficients
leads to a Near Kronecker Product (NKP) problem formulation both
when the optimization is based on the realization of multimode channel
coefficients or their correlation matrix. Although a general solution to
this problem does not exist, we find exact solutions under the special
assumption of the Kronecker model for the correlation matrix. These
results are of great practical importance to the development of new
advanced antenna designs and over-the-air testing of MIMO wireless
devices.
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We can apply the Cauchy-Schwartz-Buniakovskii inequality to (6) to
get
¯
¯2
¯
°¡ 0
¢ °2 X ¯¯X ¡ 0
¢
¯
2
khk = ° T ⊗ R m° =
T
⊗
R
m
¯
n,ι ι ¯¯
¯
n
ι
X X ¯¯¡
¢ ¯¯2
2
0
≤
(A1)
¯ T ⊗ R n,ι ¯ kMι k .
n

ι

Observing that
n¡
X X ¯¯¡
¢† ¡ 0
¢o
¢ ¯¯2
0
0
T
⊗
R
=tr
T
⊗R
T
⊗
R
¯
n,ι ¯
n

ι

n
o
n
o
o n
=tr TT† ⊗ R† R = tr TT† tr R† R , (A2)

we arrive at the following inequality
n
o n
o
khk2 ≤ kmk2 tr TT† tr R† R .

(A3)

Equality is achieved when
¡ 0
¢
T ⊗ R n,ι = cn m∗ι ,

(A4)

where cn is a complex constant. Using the Lorentz condition for
reciprocal antennas (5) and by applying the following normalization
|vi |2 = 1,

(A5)

and

Z
1
Fi (r̂) · F∗i (r̂)dΩ = 4πηi ,
(A6)
2ηk 2
we get for the transmission coefficients for either the receiver or the
transmit antenna
X
|Tι,i |2 = 4πηi .
(A7)
ι

Hence, the constants cn satisfy the normalization
Nr
Nt
P
P
16π 2
ηi
ηj
X
i=1
j=1
2
.
|cn | =
kmk2
n

(A8)
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Then, we finally arrive at the inequality that concludes the derivation
2

khk ≤ 16π

2

Nr
X
i=1

ηi

Nt
X

ηj kmk2 .

(A9)

j=1

APPENDIX B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
From (7) we see that if the multimode expansion coefficients of the
MIMO channel are not known, but instead we know their correlation
matrix then we need to solve the optimization problem
©
ª
¡
¢†
max tr T0 ⊗ R Rm T0 ⊗ R
Nt
Nr
n¡
X
X
.
(B1)
¢¡
¢† o
ηj
s.t. tr T0 ⊗ R T0 ⊗ R
= 16π 2
ηi
i=1

j=1

T0 ⊗R

Now denoting X =
we can solve (B1) by the Lagrange multiplier
method, which in this particular case has the known solution (15),
†
)
where we have used the identity ∂tr(XAX
= X∗ At for X ∈ C and
∂X
A ∈ C.
APPENDIX C. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Given the correlation matrix for the link elements
¡
¢†
¡
¢
Rh = T0 ⊗ R Rm T0 ⊗ R ,

(C1)

U† ,

perform the diagonalization Rm = UΛm
which gives
¡ 0
¢
¡
¢†
Rh = T ⊗ R UΛm U† T0 ⊗ R ,
U∞×∞

(C2)

Λ∞×∞
m

where
is a unitary matrix and
a diagonal matrix. Now
†
0
choose T ⊗ R = cUm,Ms , where Um is a matrix containing Ms first
eigenvectors of U, corresponding the ordered eigenvalues in Λm,Ms
Rh = |c|2 U†m,Ms UΛm U† Um,Ms = |c|2 Λm,Ms .

(C3)

Now, using the normalization of the transmit and receive coefficients
in (21)–(22) and observing that
¡ 0
¢¡
¢†
T ⊗ R T0 ⊗ R = |c|2 U†m,Ms Um,Ms = |c|2 IMs ×C ,
(C4)
and
tr

Nr
Nt
n¡
X
X
¢¡
¢† o
T0 ⊗ R T0 ⊗ R
= 16π 2
ηi
ηj = |c|2 Ms ,
i=1

we arrive to the final result (17).

j=1

(C5)
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APPENDIX D. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Inserting (28) and (16) into (15) gives
¡ 0
¢¡
¢
¡
¢
T ⊗ R R0Mt ⊗ RMr − λ T0 ⊗ R = 0.

(D1)

Now inserting (33) into (D1) and regrouping using the property of
Kronecker products (A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD we obtain
¢†
¡
¢
¢
¡
¡ 0
¢¡
T ⊗ R U∗Mt ⊗ UMr ΣM U∗Mt ⊗ UMr − λ T0 ⊗ R = 0, (D2)
where
ΣM = ΣMt ⊗ ΣMr .

(D3)

We now readily see that since we seek a solution corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue then R and T should satisfy the following condition
¡ 0
¢¡
¢
T ⊗ R U∗Mt ⊗ UMr = J11
(D4)
M,
where J11
M is a single-entry matrices, where element (1, 1) is one and the
rest are zero. From this we obtain (32), which concludes our derivation.
APPENDIX E. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
Inserting (28) into (8) gives
¡
¢¡
¢¡
¢†
Rh = T0 ⊗ R R0Mt ⊗ RMr T0 ⊗ R .

(E1)

Now inserting (33) into (E1) and regrouping using the property of
Kronecker products (A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD we obtain
¢†
¡
¢
¡
(E2)
Rh = T0 U∗Mt ⊗ (RUMr )ΣM T0 U∗Mt ⊗ (RUMr )† .
Now, since we are seeking to diagonalize Rh , then (34) must be
satisfied.
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